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 Wedded to Light: The Life, Letters, and
 Legend of St. Catherine of Siena

 Julia Barrett and A. A. Lukowski

 This paper is the result of an experiment in collaboration. We have
 operated in a model where a scholar from within a religious tradition and a
 scholar from an atheistic position collaborate over a text or figure of reli
 gious significance. One of us is a medievalist and an atheist.' The other is
 a modernist with a devotion to St. Catherine of Siena. In attempting this
 venture together, we have discovered that attentiveness to rhetorical con
 struction, in the saint's writing and in writings about the saint, provides
 the most fruitful method for our shared interests.
 What follows is our joint investigation into the political rhetoric sur

 rounding St. Catherine of Siena, specifically that found in her letters and
 in her first biography, Raymond of Capua's Legenda Maior, which is avail
 able in English as The Life of St. Catherine of Siena.i The balance struck
 between our distinct backgrounds is an apt setting for the seeming contra
 dictions that surround St. Catherine. Comparing her own words with
 those from The Life, we find a figure caught between the via contemplativa
 and the via activa, a mystic and an activist.3 This tension between the
 active and the passive, the public and the private, is constituted at the
 rhetorical level, particularly that of biblically based metaphors. We contend
 that St. Catherine's own epistolary use of light metaphors, drawn largely
 from the Gospel of John but found throughout the New Testament,
 emphasizes manifestation, activity, proclamation, and social participation.4
 In contrast, Raymond's Life casts her political activity in terms of matrimo
 nial metaphors, drawn mostly from the Song of Songs, and thus empha
 sizes mystery, passivity, prayer, and hidden intimacy with Christ.5

 St. Catherine of Siena was born c.1347 into the very large family of a
 Sienese dyer. She never became a nun but ministered as a laywoman in the
 Dominican order throughout her adult life. She was famous for her devo
 tion and orthodoxy and quickly gathered a following: "[H]er growing rep
 utation for sanctity caused a group of men and women to assemble around
 her-they included quite naturally a number of Dominicans, among whom
 was her future biographer, Raymond of Capua" (Berrigan 252). Her pious
 reputation and troupe of devotees afforded her the opportunity to become
 influential in church politics, which, in fourteenth-century Italy, was poli
 tics writ large. One of her most noteworthy acts was her intervention in
 events leading up to the Western Schism. Catherine urged Pope Gregory
 XI to return to Rome from Avignon in order to both protect the Chair of
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 Peter and consolidate Italian interests by moving the Papal State away
 from French territory. Unfortunately, Gregory died shortly after returning
 to Rome, and the cardinals then appointed Pope Urban VI, a native of
 Naples, who proved to be less malleable than many cardinals had hoped.
 As Catherine had prophesied, dissenting cardinals divided the Church
 again by appointing their own Pope, Robert of Geneva, who took the name
 Clement VII.6

 The first text we will analyze is St. Catherine's letter to three Italian
 cardinals who abandoned Urban VI, written between 1378 and Catherine's
 death in 1380. She rebukes them as both Italian citizens and princes of the
 Church in no vague language: "Ah, you fools, worthy of a thousand deaths!
 Like blind men, you do not see your own evil" (262). St. Catherine demon
 strates the cardinals' infidelity through an extended metaphor of light. The

 metaphor appears 25 times in a 233-line epistle, an average of one refer
 ence for every ten lines. This kind of repetition is characteristic of Cather
 ine's epistolary rhetoric. In her investigation of Catherine's rhetorical
 habits, Joan Patterson Del Pozzo claims: "Catherine's images crowd her
 sentences, assault the reader in waves, cancel one another out, repeat
 themselves with minor variations, and tend to accumulate" (88). Cather
 ine's use of light metaphors in this letter is an excellent example of her
 penchant for repetition with minor variation. Light and darkness represent
 a variety of dichotomies: truth and error, grace and sin, public proclama
 tion and private pride or cowardice, love and hatred, life and death. When
 addressed to cardinals, men whose vocation is to lead by both preaching
 and example, these different kinds of darkness are conflated. The personal
 darkness of error and sin corresponds to a political darkness in which the
 cardinals fail to publicly profess the Light. That light for Catherine is both
 Christ, who calls himself the Light, and his earthly representative, Pope
 Urban VI. To achieve this rhetorical conflation, Catherine moves fluidly
 among different biblical references to light in order to construct her con
 trolling metaphor. Her repetition with variations creates a grammar of bib
 lically based political, and simultaneously religious, activism.

 Catherine builds the light metaphor early in her letter and uses it there
 as a central feature of her thesis. In the first instance, Catherine lays out
 her purpose in writing. She writes to the cardinals "in the desire of seeing
 you return to the true and most perfect light, of seeing you leave the great
 darkness and blindness into which you have fallen" (259). The Gospel of
 John serves as a source for her opening statement: "There was the true
 light which, coming into the world enlightens every man" (ohn 1:9). She

 maintains the metaphor a few sentences later: "[I]t is in that obedience
 that they stand who have the light. With that light they know the truth
 and in knowing it they love it" (259). In this passage, Catherine lays bare
 the meaning of her metaphor: to live in the light is to obey Pope Urban VI.
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 By abandoning the Pope, the cardinals were, for Catherine, simultaneously
 abandoning Christ himself. Disobedience therefore becomes rhetorically
 equated with blindness.

 In the next paragraph, Catherine most clearly equates light with the
 public, active profession of the faith: "[Y]ou were placed as a lamp upon a
 candelabrum to give light to faithful Christians and spread the faith"
 (260). This is an allusion to Matthew 5:16: "Let your light shine before

 men in such a way that they may see your good works, and glorify your
 Father who is in heaven." Catherine insinuates that the cardinals, as
 fathers of the Church, should shine like a beacon to all other Christians as
 an example of how to live. This enthymeme leads to the unstated conclu
 sion that the cardinals are not fulfilling what she conceives to be their pur
 pose in God's plan. Catherine then revisits the issue of dwelling in dark
 ness but from a different perspective. She says: " [Y]ou are not lamps
 placed upon a candelabrum to spread the faith but the light which has
 been hidden under the bushel of pride." This sentence also alludes to the
 Gospel of Matthew: "Nor do men light a lamp, and put it under the peck
 measure" (Matthew 5:15). Here, Catherine adds "pride" to the biblical
 metaphor, thereby strengthening her critique of what she views as an ethi
 cal failure-the cardinals have actively chosen darkness as a result of pride
 rather than accidentally falling into error. The latter darkness may not be
 morally reprehensible in itself, but the former is a willful act of religious
 and political blindness. Catherine concludes her earlier enthymeme by
 explicitly stating: "It is not a question of your being wrongly informed
 about the world. No, since you know the truth and you have told us of it"
 (261). She follows this line of reasoning so far as to suggest that their very
 souls may spend an eternity in hell.

 Finally, Catherine uses the biblical light metaphor to structure the cli
 max of her letter when she most explicitly chastises the cardinals. This
 rebuke begins with a discussion of blindness: "this is not blindness of
 ignorance" (261) and then, "like blind men, you do not see your own evil"
 (262). Catherine here alludes to I John 2:10-11: "The one who loves his
 brother abides in the light . .. but the one who hates his brother is in the
 darkness and walks in the darkness, and does not know where he is going
 because the darkness has blinded his eyes." This passage from John's epis
 tle allows Catherine to add yet another political dimension to her use of
 light and darkness. Beyond implying that the cardinals have turned from
 Christ and wronged their "brothers" in the Church, she further charges
 that they have denied their Italian countrymen, or their specific "broth
 ers." Nationalism, papism, and the catholicity of the Church are thus all
 rhetorically connected.

 Toward the end of the letter, Catherine's tone is more subdued as she
 turns again to the language of light and, correspondingly, to the possibility
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 of redemption through the public profession of Urban's legitimacy. She
 writes: "[T]herefore lift yourselves up with the light, since without the
 light you would walk in darkness, as you have walked until now" (263). A
 few lines later she reiterates her point: "I yearn with the most intense
 yearning to see you lifted above the darkness and to unite you with the
 light" (263). These passages are allusions to John 8:12: "Jesus spoke to
 them, saying, 'I am the light of the world; he who follows Me shall not

 walk in the darkness, but shall have the light of life."' Again, Catherine
 links truth, Urban and, ultimately, Christ in this metaphor. But these con
 nections follow her logic. Urban is the true representative of Christ, so
 denying him means denying the truth and Christ. This shift emphasizes
 the possibility of regaining the light by public profession, both political
 and spiritual. If one were to imagine the letter itself visually, the rhetorical
 effect may be likened to chiaroscuro. The appeal for repentance and
 restoration at the end of her argument is a moment of great brightness
 standing in high relief against the background of darkness she has
 described throughout.

 As evidenced by her letters, Catherine clearly believed she was on the
 side of righteousness, although she often met with resistance. Despite her
 best efforts, Catherine was never to see these cardinals walk in the light.
 The cardinals abandoned Urban VI and supported the Avignon pope,
 Clement VII. However, Catherine's political failures should not overshad
 ow her rhetorical success. Catherine's ability to manipulate different bibli
 cal light tropes allowed her to speak authoritatively and artfully to the
 princes of the church.7

 We now move from the rhetoric of Catherine to the rhetoric about
 Catherine. This brings us to Raymond's The Life. Bl. Raymond of Capua
 was studying theology in Siena when he took over Catherine's spiritual
 direction from Thomas della Fonte, another Dominican. After Catherine's
 death, Raymond was elected master general of the Dominican order and
 composed The Life of Catherine of Siena.8 Thomas Gilby, the English transla
 tor of The Life used here, says of Catherine and Raymond that "the two
 have lived and prayed closely together, have followed the same daily round
 and undergone the same weather" (11). But while this saint and her con
 fessor became comrades in prayer and papal missions, Gilby nonetheless
 says of Raymond's Life that "perhaps in portraying the saint he forgot the
 woman" (13). We are not concerned with retrieving "the woman" Cather
 ine, but rather with investigating how Raymond constructs the saint, par
 ticularly her political engagement, and how that rhetorical construction
 compares with those found in Catherine's letter.9

 Whereas Catherine heavily relies upon the language of light in her let
 ter, Raymond uses the image of marital union as a primary structural
 device for The Life. This imagery is drawn from the Song of Songs and from
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 Catherine's own report of her spiritual betrothal to Christ in her young
 adulthood. Raymond is emphatic in highlighting how the marital
 metaphor gives a narrative unity to The Life. At the beginning of Book III,
 the last book of The Life and that in which Catherine's political life reaches
 its peak, Raymond writes:

 In Part Three, which follows on from the other two, it will be clearly seen
 how at the end of her life, Catherine, made like her Heavenly Bridegroom
 in sufferings, united to Him, leaning upon Him, glorious from her victory
 over this wicked world, ascended into heaven in bliss and glory. (302)

 The reference here is to Song of Songs 8:5: "Who is this that cometh up
 from the desert, flowing with delights, leaning upon her beloved?" Ray
 mond relies on this image to equate Catherine's "strength of spirit" in
 contemplation with "flowing delights," and her "intensity of . .. affection
 and eternal friendship [with] the Lord" with the act of leaning on the
 beloved who is Christ (301). The story of betrothal, suffering, and con
 summation that structures the Song of Songs is here used to grant unity
 and rhetorical triumph to a life that may have been read otherwise: a
 woman who died relatively young in the midst of the political turmoil she
 labored against. It is not so much that Raymond applies matrimonial rhet
 oric to the political activity of Catherine as it is that he must integrate her
 political activity into the larger marital metaphor that gives sense and
 meaning to The Life as a whole. There is a de-emphasis on her epistolary
 efforts and career as an ambassador and an emphasis on her efficacy as a
 mystical intercessor before the Bridegroom.

 For example, in the capture of the castle of St. Angelo in Rome and the
 execution of the armed captain of Clementine, the victories are cast as
 favors granted to Catherine from her beloved:

 The holy virgin [Catherine] ... wept day and night and prayed unceasing
 ly to the Lord to restore peace to the Church. And the Lord was pleased
 to comfort her, for a year before she died, and on the very same day that,
 a year later, she was to ascend into heaven, He gave His holy Church and
 the Supreme Pontiff a twofold victory. (315)

 The twofold victory results not from Catherine's public efforts but from
 her private protestations rooted in her mystical betrothal to Christ.
 Catherine's ascent to heaven is elsewhere likened to the consummation
 between bride and bridegroom: "[She] was inseparably united for all eter
 nity with the Heavenly Bridegroom she has loved so greatly" (336). These
 political victories are further linked with the marital metaphor because
 they occur on "the very same day that, a year later," her betrothal reaches
 its fullness in divine consummation.

 The importance of this marital rhetoric may best be understood by ana
 lyzing one of Catherine's prayers, one that Raymond admittedly paraphras
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 es. This act of intercession and, as we shall see, mystical transference con
 stitutes what Raymond casts as Catherine's great and final act of martyr
 dom. He simultaneously presents that act as her greatest political inter
 vention.10 The prayer begins:

 O most merciful Lord, you know how savagely your Spouse whom you
 redeemed with your own blood is being torn to pieces throughout almost
 the whole world. You know too how few helpers and defenders she had;
 nor can it be hidden from you that her enemies desire the death and dis
 honor of your Vicar; if what you have should take place, it would be a very
 great disaster not only for the people of Rome but for all Christian people
 and the whole Church. So, Lord, mitigate your wrath, and abandon not
 your people, whom you redeemed so dearly. (316)

 The "Spouse" is the Church. The Song of Songs had long been interpreted
 by the Church Fathers as a metaphor for the relationship between God and
 His people. Here, Catherine depicts this bride as a battered and besieged
 woman, both Roman and Catholic. Catherine, as Christ's betrothed,
 pleads for the Bride that is the Church. She enjoys her personal espousal
 by virtue of her participation in the larger espousal of Church and Christ,
 and both unions play upon the language found in the Song of Songs. After
 "several days and nights" of praying in this manner, with Christ promising
 to visit his justice on the people, Catherine changes her tactics:

 Very well, Lord, since there is no getting away from your justice, do not, I
 beg you, refuse your servant's prayers on that account: visit upon me the
 punishment deserved by this people. For the honor of your Name and
 your holy Church I will gladly drink the chalice of passion and death.
 (316-17)

 Catherine shifts from a shared bridal rhetoric to a shared rhetoric of sacri
 fice and passion. In other words, she presents herself as a Bridegroom, a
 second Christ for the Italian people and the Church, in taking upon herself
 the punishment "deserved by this people." It is a crucifixion in miniature
 and, more importantly, in private. In her mystical contemplation and
 prayer, Catherine is depicted as a locus of divine transference: she repre
 sents at one time the battered Bride and in the next moment the sacrificial
 Groom.

 Ultimately, Raymond presents the mystical spousal relationship
 between Catherine and Christ, as well as between Christ and Church, as
 the basis of both the transferal of punishment and the coming of peace:
 "In fact from that moment [of her prayer] the clamoring of the people
 gradually died down, until it finally died away altogether" (316). Raymond
 devotes several lines to describing the slow deterioration of Catherine's
 body: "Her poor body, now weighed down with every kind of infirmity,
 was reduced to mere skin and bone and seemed not to be alive but already
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 devoured by the grave" (318). This private suffering serves as a mystical
 intervention that fits well within Raymond's larger rhetorical scheme and,

 which enables him to tell the tale of a woman who "finally obtained all she
 desired; from her marriage to Christ when she was a girl, . . . she passed
 on to the nuptial union of the spirit after she had left the body" (329).

 Raymond's use of the Song of Songs may be seen as a means to deem
 phasize the political activities of an often controversial laywoman. Howev
 er, one could also argue that Raymond attempts a political recuperation for
 Catherine after her death. Even though her epistolary efforts met with
 scattered success, Raymond does not hesitate to cast her mystical
 betrothal in terms of political efficacy." His Life may be seen as an effort to
 remove the bushel from the lamp of Catherine's political engagement, an
 engagement both actively public and mystically private. Furthermore, while
 the rhetoric of bride and bridegroom is more intimate and hidden than
 that of light and darkness, these references are not necessarily at odds

 with one another. It is precisely her intimacy with Christ that compels
 Catherine to chastise the cardinals and to advocate for her countrymen.
 Likewise, even her most private meditations and mystical episodes are
 informed by a deep concern for her fellow citizens. Private and public life
 thus commingle in the writings of and about a woman who attempted to
 embody the charism of her order: sharing the fruits of contemplation. If
 Raymond overemphasizes the marital metaphor, it is nonetheless impossi
 ble to mask the radiance of a laywoman who was wedded to Light.

 Julia Barrett, Loyola University Chicago
 A. A. Lukowski, Northern Illinois University

 Notes

 1. We are encouraged by a similar trend that Elizabeth Dreyer has noted in
 medieval studies at large: "There are even scholars with a resolutely secular stance
 who have become interested in medieval mysticism. This is a new development.
 Ordinarily, academics who voice antagonism toward religion and all forms of reli
 gious expression have dismissed or even denigrated mysticism as an inapt subject
 for academic inquiry" (151). For a fuller discussion of this movement, see Dreyer's
 article "Whose Story Is It??The Appropriation of Medieval Mysticism."

 2. We are unfortunately hampered by our reliance on English translations. The
 authors hope that further scholarship investigates Catherine and Raymond's
 rhetorical constructions in their original texts.

 3. For a general discussion of the assumed antimony between depictions of Cather
 ine as mystic and activist, see Karen Scott's article "St. Catherine of Siena, 'Aposto
 la,'" in which she argues that "by focusing on her public activities at the expense of
 her spiritual life, ecclesiastical and political historians have presented only one side
 of her. In contrast, there is a second approach to Catherine which has stressed
 exclusively another aspect of her life, and that is her reputation as a mystic and
 ascetic holy woman" (35).
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 4. In this paper, we focus on one of Catherine's letters. However, her 382 extant
 letters are replete with light metaphors. In Suzanne Noffke's first volume of
 Catherine's letters, over 100 light metaphors are indicated, including references to
 fire, candles, and lamps.

 5. There is a question as to Catherine's level of literacy. While never formally
 taught to read, Catherine experienced daily exposure to Scripture through readings
 at Mass prayer and discussion with Raymond and other religious figures. Although
 never exposed to Scripture as a material text, she was nonetheless possessed of
 incredible theological and biblical fluency, which both contributed to and is
 expressed in her deft handling of biblical and liturgical metaphors. See Karen
 Scott's utIo Catarina': Ecclesiastical Politics and Oral Culture in the Letters of
 Catherine of Siena" for a full discussion of orality in Catherine's writings.

 6. For a full treatment of the Avignon Papacy, see John Holland Smith's The Great
 Schism 1378.

 7. Cheryl Forbes has argued that Catherine's authority is in part achieved by her
 ability to manipulate an androgynous rhetoric: "My argument lies with the power
 of her discourse, of her androgynous rhetoric, of her view of herself not as a
 woman per se but as a voice for God during a turbulent time. . . . [S]he was, in
 other words, a savvy rhetorician" (125). Catherine's address to the cardinals can
 then be viewed as an attempt to manipulate a masculine audience through the use
 of androgynous rhetoric. See Forbes' article "The Radical Rhetoric of Caterina da
 Siena" for a fuller investigation of the gendered elements of Catherine's writing.

 8. For a fuller account of the life of Bl. Raymond of Capua, see Thomas Gilby's
 introduction to The Life of St. Catherine of Siena.

 9. In her discussion of discrepancies between Catherine's and Raymond's narra
 tives of the mystical marriage, Caroline Walker Bynum similarly argues that the
 import of such comparative analysis is grounded in rhetoric: "We find that Ray

 mond has not misled us, . . . but in Catherine's words there is a different empha
 sis" (173). It is the rhetorical effect of such shifts in emphasis that interests us
 here.

 10. In his attempt to resuscitate Catherine as a political figure, Thomas F. Luongo
 has argued in his recent work The Saintly Politics of Catherine of Siena that hagiogra
 phies like Raymond's depoliticize the saint by creating depictions that conform to
 norms of feminine piety. However, we would argue here that Raymond's specific
 attempt to connect Catherine's political interventions with her mysticism is itself a
 political act.
 11. In his article, "The Body as a Lived Metaphor: Interpreting Catherine of Siena
 as an Ethical Agent," Tom Grimwood has similarly argued that agency is often
 obscured in narratives about mystical women. He says emphasizing the passivity
 inherent in their suffering comes at the cost of obscuring the activism contained in
 such acts: "Consequently, those who offer the potential models of prominent polit
 ical women recede under our analysis into passive, regressive types" (62).
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